ESN takes part in the FENS Forum in Berlin

Dear “What`s on” readers,
This summer the FENS Forum will pull thousands of scientists from all over the world to Berlin. On 7-11th of
July the biggest neuroscience meeting on European ground will become a pool of ideas, education,
knowledge and new insights in all areas of this large and fascinating scientific field. Not only because of this,
but also since all ESN/ISN members are also members of FENS, the Forum is an ideal opportunity to be
represented there as a society.
Therefore, I am delighted to invite you all to the ESN-networking event “ESN & friends – get together to step
forward”! Let`s celebrate our successfully growing society and take the chance to foster connections, talk
about our history, future, interactions with sister societies, plans for ESN and about what connects us as a
society.
Please feel encouraged to bring one guest from the forum attendees! This will not only lead to a highly
appreciated input to the discussions, but also further connect and help to extend our society. All ESN
members and their guests are warmly invited to join me and representatives of the ESN Council on Sunday
the 8th of July in the conference venue at the FENS Forum 2018 in Berlin. We are looking forward to a
wonderful and stimulating evening with free nibbles, drinks and exchange of thoughts together with you and
your guests.
We are looking forward to meeting you in Berlin!
Very best wishes,
Eva-Maria Blumrich
Young scientist representative on the ESN Council
**********************
ESN Council is pleased to announce that the three lucky young ESN members who have been awarded
the ESN travel grants for attending the FENS Forum in Berlin are:
Valentina Gigliucci (Milan, Italy)
Francesca Pischedda (Trento, Italy)
Anastasiia Shcherbitskaia (Saint Petersburg, Russia).
ESN historian Prof Tony Turner will present a poster dedicated to the 40th Anniversary of ESN at the FENS
History Corner. Please attend!
We wish all ESN attendees at the FENS Forum a very fruitful and successful scientific event and a fantastic
time in Berlin.
Natalia Nalivaeva
ESN Secretary

